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foregrounds. In general, the texture model for background can
be modeled by using LBP. Here a multimode-mode multi–
target is applied to overcome the complex target tracking
problem on crowd scene.

Abstract —Conventional video surveillance systems often have
several shortcomings. First, target detection can’t be accurate
under the light variation environment. Second, multiple target
tracking becomes difficult on a crowd scene. Third, it is difficult
to partition the tracked targets from a merged image blob.
Finally, the tracking efficiency and precision are reduced by the
inaccurate foreground detection. In this paper, the fusion of
temporal and texture background model, multi-mode tracking
scheme are proposed to improve the above mentioned problems.
In addition, a people counting scheme is proposed based on the
multi-mode multi-target tracking method on a crowd scene.

II. BACKGROUND
An effective method for estimating the number of people
and locating each individual in a low resolution image with
complicated scenes is developed. In general; target detection
can’t be accurate under the light variation environment or
clustering background. Especially, the light reflection and
back-lighted problems can deteriorate the target detection
seriously. Here, a pixel-wise temporal probability background
model and voting rule is applied to segment the foreground and
background on a light variant or clustering background. To
improve the accuracy of foreground detection, the dynamic
texture model is used to eliminate the false foregrounds

Key Words —Target Contour extracting, Template tiling, Texture
analysis

I. INTRODUCTION
People counting are a crucial and challenging problem in
visual surveillance. An accurate and real-time estimation of
people in a shopping mall can provide valuable information for
managers. Automatic monitoring of the number of people in
public areas is also important for safety control and urban
planning. In recent years, this ﬁeld has seen many advances,
but the solutions have restrictions: people must be moving, the
background must be simple, or the image resolution must be
high. However, real scenes always include both moving and
stationary human beings, the background may be complicated,
and most videos in a visual surveillance system have a
relatively low resolution. Nevertheless, due to different poses,
views and scales, it is still a challenging task. Particularly,
spatial occlusions often occur in realistic crowded scenes,
which increase the difﬁculties for accurate pedestrian counting
[1], [2]. Systems have been based on optical barriers, which
produce a high error rate both in terms of false negatives, by
failing to discriminate between different people walking in
parallel and false positives, by including objects such as bags
and cases in the people count.
Several alternatives to these systems are based on computer
vision. These constitute low-cost non-intrusive systems which
are capable of resolving some of the problems mentioned
earlier and which yield a relatively high hit rate. In addition,
some of these systems have the ability to track people crossing
the camera’s ﬁeld of view, increasing robustness by taking
several measurements corresponding to the same person in the
video sequence [3]. Object detection and tracking have become
central topics in computer vision research, and recent
approaches have shown considerable progress under
challenging situations such as changes in object appearance,
scale, occlusions, and pose variations [4].
In this paper to improve accuracy of foreground detection,
Dynamic texture model is used to eliminate the false

III. PREVIOUS WORK DONE
Hou et al. [1] developed a new cluster model which is more
accurate in both counting and detection than the Gaussian
model. The results show that the linear relationship is not very
sensitive to the size of the disk. However, when the disk size is
too large, many areas without people will also be identiﬁed as
foreground pixels, which can result in false estimations. Wang
et al. [2] presented a robust pedestrian counting approach using
group context. As compared with the single frame based
approach, the method achieves better results especially when
severe occlusions occur in the scene .The approach used is
more practicable in real world scene. Sometimes the method
can exclude noisy groups such as small masks in frame caused
by defective background. To address the problem of serious
occlusions, some individuals may be counted repeatedly.
Garcia et al. [3] proposed the use of extended modified
condensation algorithm, based on optical flow generated from
the movement of people and depth to the height of the system,
as an estimation method from multiple people. The proposed
approach solves the problem of occlusion of people and
discriminating between people and objects such as shopping
trolleys or bags in stores. The inclusion of different features
relevant to people tracking, such as movement, size, and
height, adapting the propagation and observation models in the
particle ﬁlter and followed by a clustering method, provides
sufﬁcient accuracy and robustness to achieve high counting
rates. The problem of occlusion is solved completely, but the
possibility of extracting detailed information about people is
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drastically reduced. Errors are introduced due to lack of
contrast between the floor and the person moving through the
counting area. Also errors are introduced in counting due to
slow movement of peoples. Detection rate decreases with
increase in ratio of people/area (when more than four people
interact crossing the counting area. Yimin et al. [4] proposed an
Invariant Hough Random Ferns (IHRF) for object detection
and tracking. The approach delivers reliable result even if the
object undergoes heavy deformations in a complex
background. The Hough voting step used involves considerable
computational effort. A large number of methodologies have
been proposed by a number of researchers focusing on the
object detection from a video sequence. Most of them make
use of multiple techniques and there are combinations and
intersections among different methodologies [5]. Panchal et al.
[6] focused on detection schemes based on background
subtraction because of their widespread use and the
possibilities they offer in implementing real-time object
detection system. Compare to other common moving object
detection algorithms, background subtraction segments
foreground objects more accurately and detects foreground
objects even if they are motionless [7]. Akancha et al. [8]
proposed method which relies on a graph representation of
moving objects which allows deriving and maintaining a
dynamic template of each moving object by enforcing their
temporal coherence. This inferred template along with the
graph representation used in the approach allows
characterizing object trajectories as an optimal path in a graph.
The proposed tracker allows dealing with partial occlusions,
stopping and going motion in very challenging situations.
Jingyu et al. [9] proposed detection and tracking based
counting method. The method involves 2 steps, at the first step,
a head and shoulder shape hog feature is extracted to detect
pedestrians. At the second step, particle filtering method with
color based appearance model, is used to track pedestrians. The
method shows great robustness in scenarios of partial
occlusions, crowding and background disturbance. With GPU
acceleration, our method can be fully real-time and embedded
into real applications. Jorge et al. [10] presents an application
for counting people through a single ﬁxed camera. This system
performs the count distinction between input and output of
people moving through the supervised area. The counter
requires two steps: detection and tracking. The detection is
based on ﬁnding people’s heads through preprocessed image
correlation with several circular patterns. Tracking is made
through the application of a Kalman ﬁlter to determine the
trajectory of the candidates. Finally, the system updates the
counters based on the direction of the trajectories

an accurate foreground contour has been reduced. The
application of methods based on segmenting the foreground
has been extended to detection of people who are moving only
slightly. This new cluster model has been shown to be more
accurate in both counting and detection than the Gaussian
model.
B) Spatio-temporal Group Context along with MCMC
algorithm
A robust pedestrian counting approach is presented using
group context. A group correspondence matrix is built not only
for detecting and tracking groups, but also for group states,
group relatives and group events detection. Then the group
context is model using the foreground masks of a concerning
group and its relatives. A set of context masks are assembled to
form the group context: intra group context and inter group
context, serving as the spatio-temporal reference for a joint
MAP estimation problem. The MCMC algorithm is employed
to search for an optimal conﬁguration set to match the group
context model.
C) Extended Condensation algorithm
The extended modiﬁed condensation algorithm is proposed
based on optical ﬂow generated from the movement of people
and depth to the height of the system, as an estimation method
for multiple people. The modiﬁed K-means algorithm is used
to provide a deterministic output. The inclusion of different
features relevant to people tracking, such as movement, size,
and height, adapting the propagation and observation models in
the particle ﬁlter and followed by a clustering method, provides
sufﬁcient accuracy and robustness to achieve high counting
rates.

V. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
A neural network method based on EM algorithm estimates
the number of people and locate each individual in a low
resolution image with complicated scenes. Expectation
Maximization (EM) based method is developed along with
postprocessing steps. A new cluster model is used to represent
each person in the scene. The threshold should be set such that
people moving slightly show some scattered pixels while
keeping the noise low. An effective method for estimating the
number of people and locate each individual even in low
resolution image with complicated scenes. The new cluster
model has been shown to be more accurate in both counting
and detection than the Gaussian model. The results show that
the linear relationship is not very sensitive to the size of the
disk. However, when the disk size is too large, many areas
without people will also be identiﬁed as foreground pixels,
which can result in false estimations. The movement of nonhuman objects also results in wrong foreground pixels. At the
end of the four-hour video, the ground truth of the number of
people is relatively low. Hence, the movement of some boxes
caused large error percentages. A group context based
Bayesian framework is proposed to address the problem of
pedestrian counting. Also a group correspondence matrix is
presented to build the bidirectional correspondences between

IV. EXISTING METHODOLOGY
A) A neural network method based on EM algorithm
A neural network is used to estimate the number of people in
real time. With the estimated number of people, a human
detection method based on the EM algorithm has been
attempted for subsequent video processing. By clustering the
KLT feature points in a foreground mask, the requirement for
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the groups in two consecutive frames. As compared with the
single frame based approach, the method achieves better
results especially when severe occlusions occur in the scene.
The approach used is more practicable in real world scene. The
proposed method still needs to tune parameters. Sometimes the
method used in the paper (Group context model) can exclude
noisy groups such as small masks in frame caused by defective
background. To address the problem of serious occlusions,
some individuals may be counted repeatedly. The extended
modified condensation algorithm solves the problem of
occlusion of people and discriminating between people and
objects such as shopping trolleys or bags in stores. The
inclusion of different features relevant to people tracking, such
as movement, size, and height, adapting the propagation and
observation models in the particle ﬁlter and followed by a
clustering method, provides sufﬁcient accuracy and robustness
to achieve high counting rates. Parameters under consideration
are distance between cameras, focal length of sensors,
maximum distance parameter (dmax), motion threshold (THRm),
frames per second, image size, area covered, system height
.The problem of occlusion is solved completely, but the
possibility of extracting detailed information about people is
drastically reduced are introduced due to lack of contrast
between the floor and the person moving through the counting
area. Also errors are introduced in counting due to slow
movement of peoples. Detection rate decreases with increase in
ratio of people/area (when more than four people interact
crossing the counting area).
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Fig. 1 Block Diagram for People Counting based on Texture analysis.
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VI. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The system block Diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The proposed
people counting method is described in Fig. 2. By analyzing
the target contour, how many people inside in the contour can
be computed
Fig. 3 shows the template tiling process that can estimate the
number of people in a merged image blob. First, contour
extraction is used to get target contour shown in Fig. 3-(c).
After obtaining the target contour, a template tiling method is
proposed to estimate people number in the target region.
Second, a rectangular box is applied with the average human
height and width to match object contour from left-up to rightdown. Finally, it can be estimated how many people in the
merged image blob. The template tiling result is shown in Fig.
3-(d).
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Fig 2.Flowchart of people counting

Fig3. Template - tiling. (a) Original image. (b) Detected
foreground. (c) Object contour. (d) Template tiling result.
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VII. POSSIBLE OUTCOMES AND RESULTS
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First, the proposed spatial-temporal probability model is
applied to detect the moving targets. Finally, people counting
scheme with the contour corner detection and template tiling is
used to estimate the number in the crowd scene. The results
will be robust even if the lighting changes. If applied the
targets on the scene may be tracked with the correct tracking
modes. Thus the method presented is efficient, robust and
accurate.
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, the spatial-temporal probability background
model and texture background model are fused to detect the
foregrounds robustly even thought light changes seriously. By
applying the template tiling method the number of people in
the crowd scene can be estimated. As a future work, it needs to
detect foreground detection approach and try to eliminate
moving object noise in the image.
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